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WINTER SAFETY

ACROSS

1 Damage to body or skin by freezing
2 Place where a person lives
4 Season of the year between autumn and spring
5 White flakes of ice that fall from the sky
8 Condition of very low body temperature
11 Machine that produces electricity
12 Rubber covering that fits around the rim of a wheel
14 Bell, buzzer, or siren that warns of danger
15 Covering for feet and part of legs
17 Used to carry people and things

DOWN

1 Small lamp or light held in the hand and powered by batteries
2 Head covering worn for protection and warmth
3 Outer article of clothing used to keep warm
4 Prepare a house or vehicle for winter
6 Long piece of warm material worn around neck
7 Tame animal kept in the home
9 Covering for hand with two sections for thumb and four finders
10 Device that gives heat
13 Scoop with long handle used to remove snow
16 Water in a frozen, solid form
WINTER SAFETY

Solution:

1. FROSTBITE 2. HOME
3. AC 4. WINTER
5. SNOW 6. IS
7. HANP 8. HYPO THERMIA
9. I 10. ETIR
11. GENERATOR 12. TIRES
13. N 14. ALARM
15. BOOTS
16. I
17. VEHICLE
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